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Atom-surface scattering in the classical limit: Temperature and energy dependence
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The backscattered intensity from a beam of atomic projectiles directed towards the surface of a many-body
target can be expressed in terms of simple closed-form expressions in the single-collision classical regime.
Two well-known limits, which exhibit significantly different dependence on the target temperature and incident
energy, arise for the cases in which the target is considered either as a collection of discrete scattering points
or as a flat repulsive surface. By examining a target potential that varies from the case of a weakly corrugated
smooth repulsive surface to strongly corrugated cores a classical expression is derived that exhibits a continu-
ous distribution of temperature dependencies that connect and bridge the extreme behavior of the two well-
known classical limits.@S0163-1829~98!07827-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exchange of energy between a gas of particles an
containment vessel, whether the gas is in the low-ene
regime such as thermal energy atoms or in the high-ene
regime of an ionized plasma, is ultimately through exchan
of vibrational modes of the surface in the form of heat. H
torically, an important viewpoint for understanding th
problem has been the study of the interaction of an isola
projectile with a surface. Energy transfer in single gas p
ticle collisions with the surface has been discussed in qu
titative mathematical terms since Knudsen’s 1910 analysi
the accommodation coefficient,1,2 a concept originally intro-
duced by Maxwell.3 The exchange of energy of a projecti
with the surface is is important to an enormous range
experimentally measurable systems extending from
purely quantum-mechanical interaction of a low-ener
small mass atom4 to the classical regime of heavy ion sca
tering with translational energies of keV.5

The experimental technique of He atom scattering fr
surfaces has been used extensively in recent years to g
great deal of understanding about the energy exchange
cess at the microscopic level, and by extension has beco
major method of investigating and characterizi
surfaces.4,6,7 In such systems the major mechanism for e
ergy exchange is usually through single quantum interact
with the surface phonons,8–10 although often large inelasti
background intensities are observed due to multiple quan
exchanges.11 The transition to the classical regime of mu
tiple quantum exchange has been observed at high inci
energies and high temperatures.12,13

Energy exchange in the scattering of heavier neutral
oms with surfaces has long been a subject of experime
study.14,15 Recently, a series of high-precision energ
resolved experiments have demonstrated that the scatt
of heavier rare-gas atoms with translational energies in
eV range from liquid metal surfaces can be described
completely classical terms.16,17

Inelastic exchange with vibrational modes plays a la
role in the scattering of other projectiles such as electro
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~4!/2253~6!/$15.00
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ions and neutrons. Electron-energy-loss spectrosc
~EELS! has become a major tool for measuring surfa
phonons and other modes associated with surf
adsorbates,18 and there are significant inelastic backgroun
due to phonon exchange in EELS and in low-energy elect
scattering~LEED!.18,19 In low-energy ion scattering the pri
mary mechanism of energy loss is through excitation of
ementary surface excitations,5 and even in high-energy ion
scattering this is still a major mechanism of energy excha
at glancing angles of incidence to the surface.20–22

There have been several different approaches to the t
retical description of the classical domain of projectil
surface scattering. One method is to use computer calc
tions in order to simulate the trajectory of the projectile as
interacts with the surface, and the many-body nature of
surface is treated with molecular-dynamics approaches23–26

or other computationally intensive methods.27 Another ap-
proach is to use purely analytical methods,28 and using ap-
proaches originally applied to neutron scattering,29 scattering
intensities in the classical limit of exchange of many qua
of energy can be expressed in simple and elegant analy
forms.30–34

The analytic approaches give rise to two somewhat diff
ent classes of solutions that exhibit different dependencie
the incident energy of the projectile and on the surface te
perature, depending on whether the surface is considere
be a smooth vibrating barrier or, alternatively, made up o
collection of discrete scattering centers. The main purpos
this paper is to discuss the origins of these these two type
classical solutions and to discuss how the differences in a
lytic form arise. It is shown that the differences can be e
plained in terms of the relative strengths of the surface c
rugation, and in the process it is shown that classi
expressions exist that exhibit the complete range of beha
between the two original solutions for discrete and smo
surfaces. A single analytic expression is exhibited that gi
the discrete and smooth surface results as limiting case
strong and weak surface corrugation and bridges these
limits for intermediate corrugation strengths.
2253 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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II. THEORY

In the classical limit of large incident energies and hi
surface temperatures the scattering of an atomic projectil
a continuous, smooth, vibrating surface can be describe
a transition ratew(pf ,pi) for scattering an incident beam o
particles with momentumpi into a final momentum state o
pf . The result is given by the following expression;31–34

w~pf ,pi !5
2\vR

2

Su.c.
ut f i u2S p

DE0kBTS
D 3/2

3expH 2
~Ef2Ei1DE0!212vR

2P2

4kBTSDE0
J , ~1!

whereEf andEi are the final and initial energy of the pro
jectile whose energy in a given momentum statepq is given
by Eq5pf

2/2m with m the projectile mass.TS is the surface
temperature andkB is the Boltzmann constant,Su.c. is the
area of a surface unit cell,vR is a weighted average of pho
non velocities at the surface,31 ut f i u2 is the scattering form
factor,\ is the Planck constant, andDE0 is the recoil energy.
The momentum of a projectile is decomposed into com
nents parallel and perpendicular to the surface accordin
pq5(Pq ,pqz) with thez axis taken as normal to the surfac
ThenP5Pf2Pi is the parallel momentum transfer. The r
coil energy appearing in Eq.~1! is in the simplest case give
by DE05p2/2M where p5pf2pi is the scattering vecto
andM is the mass of a surface atom, although several o
forms have been suggested.11,33 The Gaussian-like term in
the parallel momentum transferP in Eq. ~1! arises from the
correlations of vibrations parallel to the surface, and is
only dependence of Eq.~1! on the actual form of the surfac
phonon spectral density. In the limit asvR→` Eq. ~1! agrees
with previous theories such as the classical hard cu
model, in which parallel momentum is assumed to rem
constant, i.e.,P50.35

If, instead of a smooth continuous barrier, the surface
regarded as a collection of discrete scattering centers,
transition rate becomes a somewhat simpler expression
Eq. ~1!:29,34

w~pf ,pi !5
1

\
ut f i u2S p

DE0kBTS
D 1/2

3expH 2
~Ef2Ei1DE0!2

4kBTSDE0
J . ~2!

The essential differences between the smooth surface lim
Eq. ~1! and the discrete target limit~2! is that Eq.~1! has the
additional Gaussian-like term in the parallel momentu
transferP arising from correlated vibrations parallel to th
surface, and it has an envelope function varying
(DE0Ts)

23/2 rather than (DE0Ts)
21/2. This classical limit

depends on the interaction potential between the proje
and the surface cores only through the form factorut f i u2, and
it is independent of the form of the vibrational spectrum
the surface. It depends on the surface temperature thro
equipartition of kinetic energy and on the recoil ener
through the choice ofDE0 .

Although both Eqs.~1! and ~2! can be derived from
purely classical arguments, it is more germane to the dis
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sion here to derive them from quantum-mechanical the
taken to the classical limit using the correspondence p
ciple of large quantum numbers. Within a forced harmo
oscillator approximation, and assuming that the collisions
short compared to vibrational periods, the transition r
takes on the following form:6,36

w~pf ,pi !5
1

\2Su.c.
2 E

2`

1`

dte2 i ~Ef2Ei !t/\(
l

eiP–Rl /\

3E
u.c.

dRE
u.c.

dR8eiP–~R2R8!/\t~R!t~R8!

3eipz@z~R!2z~R8!#e2W~R,pf ,pi !e2W~R8,pf ,pi !

3eWl ~R,R8;pf ,pi ,l !, ~3!

where Rl is the position of the surface atom in thel th
unit cell ~u.c.!, t(R) is the source function, andz(R) is the
position of the classical turning point of the projectil
exp$2W(R,pf ,pi)% is the Debye-Waller factor and
Wl(R,R8;pf ,pi ,t) is a generalized displacement correlati
function, related to the Debye-Waller factor through the
lation W(R,pf ,pi)5Wl 50(R5R8;pf ,pi ,t50). Within
the approximation of a harmonic system with linear co
pling, the correlation function depends only on th
difference R2R8 and takes the formWl(R;pf ,pi ,t)
5^F•u0(0,0)F•ul(R,t)&, whereF is a generalized force
that in the classical limit becomes the momentum trans
F→p/\.

Equation~3! can be related easily to other forms for th
transition rate that have been successfully used in m
tiphonon inelastic scattering. For example, in the expone
ated distorted wave Born approximation37,38F becomes a
matrix element, taken between quantum statespf andpi , of
the gradient of the interaction potential with respect to
vibrational displacementu. On the other hand, the widel
used eikonal approximation is recovered when the sou
function is given by the simple formt(R)}(kiz /kf z)

1/2.6

The classical scattering intensities of Eqs.~1! and ~2! are
readily derived from the general expression of Eq.~3! upon
recognizing that in the classical limit of exchange of lar
numbers of quanta, the coherence region in both time
space becomes small. Thus, in the correlation function o
small times and smallR are important and only a single term
in the sum over unit cells contributes. The two classical li
its of Eqs.~1! and ~2! are now recovered upon making a
expansion in small times and displacements and carrying
the corresponding integrals by the method of steepest
scents. Choosingt(R) to be a constant, which is consiste
with a continuous surface sheet that is flat when evaluate
the position of vibrational equilibriumt(R)5t f i , the double
integral over space in Eq.~3! reduces to a single integral an
the result is the smooth surface limit of Eq.~1!. Similarly, if
the source function is chosen to be consistent with an
lated point particle at the center of each unit cell,t(R)
5t f iSu.c.d(R), whered(R) is the Diracd function in the two
dimensions parallel to the surface, then the classical limi
Eq. ~3! is the discrete particle surface model of Eq.~2!.

This exercise shows that the differences apparent in E
~1! and ~2! are due entirely to the corrugation of the sour
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functiont(R). These two classical expressions represent
extreme limits of surfaces which, at their vibrational equili
rium, are either a hard flat sheet or a collection of discr
point masses. This implies that it should be possible, w
appropriate choice of the corrugation of the source functi
to obtain a continuous distribution of classical limit expre
sions that exhibit a continuous range of temperature and
ergy dependence between the limits of Eqs.~1! and ~2!.

III. WEAK CORRUGATION LIMIT

In order to examine the temperature and energy dep
dence induced by different degrees of corrugation of
source function, it is of interest to look first at a weak
corrugated surface for whicht(R) appearing in Eq.~3! can
be expanded in a Taylor series about its maximum point.
simplicity, considert(R) to be a real function, although th
general case is straightforward. A suitable expansion is
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t~R!5t~0!1“t~0!–R1
1

2 (
b51

2

(
b851

2

3
]2t~0!

]Rb]Rb8
RbRb81¯ . ~4!

The turning point locus is also expanded

z~R!5z~0!1“z~0!–R1¯ , ~5!

although it is expected that the expansion pointR50 will
usually be an extremum oft(R) andz(R) in which case the
first derivatives will vanish. The spatial dependence of
Debye-Waller factors in Eq.~3! will be neglected.

For simplicity it will be convenient to assume isotropy
z(R) and t(R) in a region about the point of expansion s
that the derivatives with respect toRb are the same in al
directions parallel to the surface. When the expansions
Eqs. ~4! and ~5! are substituted into the general express
~3! the integrals can be evaluated in the classical limit us
the method of steepest descents as before and the resu
w~pf ,pi !52\vR
2 ut~0!u2S p

DE0kBTS
D 3/2

expH 2
~Ef2Ei1DE0!212vR

2@P1pz“z~0!#2

4kBTSDE0
J

3H 12g2
2\2vR

2

kBTSDE0
F12

2vR
2@P1pz“z~0!#2

4kBTSDE0
1¯G1¯J . ~6!
III
f a

be
nc-

. III
od
The symbol g is the corrugation range parameter of t
source function in this weak corrugation limit:

g252
1

2t~0!

]2t~0!

]R2 , ~7!

and this is expected to be a positive number if the point
expansion is at the maximum oft~R!.

Clearly, with the identificationt(0)5t f i the leading term
in Eq. ~6! is the same as the smooth surface limit of Eq.~1!
except that the Gaussian-like term in parallel moment
transferP2 has been replaced by@P1pz“z(0)#2. Thus the
effect of the parallel momentum transfer is strengthened
the term involving the gradient of the classical turning po
position. The effect of the corrugation of the source funct
is to weaken the temperature dependence. The enve
function of Eq.~6! is of the form

S 1

DE0kBTS
D 3/2S 12

uconstu
DE0kBTS

D . ~8!

Viewed as a function of surface temperature for fixed ener
the correction factor in Eq.~8! weakens the 1/TS

3/2 tempera-
ture dependence of the leading factor. Thus the tempera
dependence of the envelope function for the intensity of p
ticles scattered from a surface with a weakly corruga
source function is less strong than that of the uncorruga
surface.
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IV. STRONG CORRUGATION LIMIT

Having examined the weak corrugation limit in Sec.
above, it is now of interest to examine the opposite limit o
source function, which is nearly a pointd-function source
corresponding to a strongly corrugated surface. This can
accomplished by choosing the source to be a localized fu
tion which reduces to ad function in an appropriate limit,
such as

t~R!5N
2g2

t
t f ie

22g2R2
, ~9!

whereN is a normalization constant that will be simplySu.c.
if the range parameter is large, i.e., ifSu.c.@1/g2.

Substituting Eq.~9! into the general expression~3! and
assuming isotropy in the spatial variables as above in Sec
it is again possible to evaluate the integrals with the meth
of steepent descent. The result is

w~pf ,pi !5
1

\
ut f i u2e@“W~0!#2/4g2S p

DE0kBTS
D 1/2

3expH 2
~Ef2Ei1DE0!2

4kBTSDE0
J F g2

kBTSDE0

2\2vR
2 1g2G

3expH 2
@P1pz“z~0!#2

4S kBTSDE0

2vR
2 1\2g2D J . ~10!
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Equation~10! is an interesting expression because it co
tains as limiting cases both the discrete model and
smooth surface model. Taking the limit asg2→` one ob-
tains the discrete limit together with correction terms:

w~pf ,pi !5
1

\
ut f i u2S p

DE0kBTS
D 1/2

expH 2
~Ef2Ei1DE0!2

4kBTSDE0
J

3H 12
1

g2 FkBTSDE0

2\2vR
2 1

@P1pz“z~0!#2

4\2

2@“W~0!#2G1¯J . ~11!

This has Eq.~2! as the leading term. The temperature a
energy dependence of the envelope function, if the term
volving the gradient of the Debye-Waller argument is
nored, is of the form

S 1

DE0kBTS
D 1/2

~12uconstuDE0kBTS!, ~12!

which if viewed as a function ofTS at fixed energy describe
a more rapid decay with temperature than the uncorre
1/TS

21/2 envelope, contrary to the behavior of Eq.~8!. Thus
when the source function corrugation is less strong than
of a collection of discrete scattering centers, the most pr
able intensity decays faster with increasing temperature.

On the other hand, if one takes the limit of Eq.~10! as
g2→0 the result, after choosing the correct normalizat
constantN and ignoring the spatial dependence of t
Debye-Waller exponent, is identical with Eq.~6! with the
same physical definition relatingg2 to the curvature of the
source function as in Eq.~7!. Thus, Eq.~10! is more than just
an expression that produces the limiting case of the inten
for a nearly discrete corrugation of the source functio
Equation ~10!, as a function of the surface corrugatio
through the range parameterg2, gives a continuous distribu
tion of temperature and energy dependence which c
pletely bridges the limiting behaviors of Eqs.~1! and ~2!.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

It is of interest to compare the results calculated here
contained in Eq.~10! with available experimental data. How
ever, in most classical scattering experiments the inten
observations are reported in terms of relative intensities
even in arbitrary units because of the difficulties of mainta
ing a consistent normalization for experiments done at
ferent incident energies or surface temperatures. Howe
there are a small number of experiments for which comp
sons can be made with the temperature dependence o
most probable intensity of the scattered peak for fixed in
dent beam energy and angle.

One such experiment is the scattering of He atoms fro
clean and ordered single crystal surface of Cu~001! at inci-
dent energies of about 100 meV.12,39 Similar experiments
have been done at somewhat higher energies 100–250
for both He and D2 scattering from the same Cu~001!
surface.13 The scattered intensities observed in both of th
experiments consisted of small and sharply peaked quan
mechanical features due to elastic diffraction or single s
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face phonon transfer, superimposed on a single broad m
tiphonon peak. At higher energies and surface temperatu
the quantum peaks disappeared completely leaving only
broad classical inelastic peak. Both of these experiments
in agreement with a temperature dependence of the m
probable intensity of the classical peak going as 1/TS

23/2 in
agreement with Eq.~1! for a smooth vibrating surface. Th
work on comparisons of He and D2 scattering also measure
the energy dependence of the most probable intensity
this also was consistent with the 1/DE0

23/2 dependence of the
continuum model~1! ~Ref. 13! This behavior is not surpris
ing, because the repulsive part of the He-metal surface
tential is known to be smooth and to have a very we
corrugation,9,40 which are the conditions for Eq.~1! to be
valid.

Quite recently Ronket al. reported a new series of exper
ments for atom scattering at surfaces in the classical dom
but for incident energies intermediate between the He p
jectiles and the Na1 ions discussed above.16 These experi-
ments were carried out for the scattering of the heavier r
gases Ne, Ar, and Xe from the surfaces of the molten me
Ga, In, and Bi, with incident energies in the range 0.1–2 e
The observed intensities consisted, in every case, of a b
inelastic intensity peak with its maximum at a position
substantial energy loss by the incident projectiles, and wit
long tail in the direction of energy loss and another long t
on the energy gain side extending out to energies larger
the incident projectile energy. These intensities were w
explained by an analysis based on the discrete model of
~2! with the inclusion of successive multiple scatterin
events with more than one liquid metal atom.17

In these experiments it was possible to carry out a se
of measurements for the temperature dependence of the
probable intensity for the case of Ar scattering from liqu
Ga and liquid In. Although in each case the temperat
range was limited to a variation of approximately 100–150
above the melting temperature, the data were quite adeq
to demonstrate that the temperature dependence was inte
diate to the two limiting cases of 1/TS

23/2 and 1/TS
21/2 given

by Eqs.~1! and ~2!.16,17

Figure 1 shows these data together with calculations
ried out using Eqs.~10! of Sec. IV above. The data shown i
Fig. 1 are for Ar with incident energyEi50.44 eV, incident
angleu i and final angleu f given by u i5u f555°, and the
data points are the values of the most probable intensity
function of surface temperatureTS . The points shown by
circles ~s! are for gallium and those shown as squares~h!
are for indium.16 TheTS

23/2 andTS
21/2 behaviors predicted by

Eqs.~1! and~2! are shown by the dash-dotted and the das
lines, respectively. The solid lines are calculations using
~10!. For these calculations we have assumed that“z(0)
50, the value of the range parameter for the source func
is g520 Å21 and vR5400 m/s. Because the experiment
data were measured only over a limited range, the fit of
theory to the data cannot be considered definitive evide
for the validity of Eq.~10!, however, the agreement is qui
good.

The value ofvR is expected to be of the same order
magnitude as the surface wave velocity in the case of smo
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solid surfaces.31 For many solids it has been determined
be smaller than the Rayleigh phonon velocity.39 For rougher
solid surfaces it is expected to be smaller than for smo
solid surfaces due to lessened vibrational correlation,
similarly for liquids it is expected to be even smaller com
pared to the velocity of sound in the bulk. The value ofvR
5400 m/s chosen here can be compared with the respe
sound velocities, which areu52740 m/s for Ga at its melt
ing temperature ofTM5303 K andu52215 m/s for In at its
melting temperature ofTM5429 K.41

The value ofg520 Å21 implies a full width at half maxi-
mum ~FWHM! of the source function of Eqs.~9! given by
FWHM52Aln 2/g50.08 Å. Compared to the mean neare
neighbor distance between metal atoms in the liquid, wh
is D52.78 Å for Ga andD53.14 Å for In,42 this value is
small, which implies a strong corrugation of the source fu
tion and hence very localized scattering centers.

Earlier, it was empirically observed that the data points
Fig. 1 were reasonably fit by a curve varying as 1/TS .17 The
calculated curves in Fig. 1 are nearly indistinguishable fr
a 1/TS fit over the range of temperatures shown, howev
over a larger range of temperatures the present calcul
curve is less concave than a 1/TS curve.

It is possible to obtain equally good fits to the data of F
1 for larger values ofg, as long asvR is reduced according to
the relationgvR5const as suggested by the envelope fac
of Eq. ~10!. The chosen values ofg520 Å21 and vR
5400 m/s correspond to the smallest value ofg for which
the entire curves of the calculated intensities at all ene
transfers agree with the experimental measurements of
16. For these values ofg and vR the comparisons with the
experimental time of flight~TOF! measurements, which

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the intensity at the m
probable energy transfer for Ar with incident energyEi50.44 eV
and incident angleu i555° scattering from liquid Ga and In. Th
data points shown by circles~s! are for gallium and the data point
shown as squares~h! are for indium~Ref. 16!. TheTS

23/2 andTS
21/2

behavior predicted by Eqs.~1! and~2! are shown by the dash-dotte
and the dashed lines, respectively. The solid line is the result
dicted by the general Eq.~10! with a range parameter valueg
520 Å21 andvR5400 m/s.
th
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were taken just above the melting points of Ga and In,
indistinguishable from the previously published calculatio
based on the discrete scattering center model of Eq.~2!.17

Good fits to the data of Fig. 1 can also be obtained
smaller values ofg, and in this casevR must be increased bu
not as much as would be indicated by the relationgvR
5const. However, the resulting curves for the calculated
ergy distributions become too narrow to agree with the bro
peaks observed in the full TOF measurements, thereforg
520 Å21 must be considered as the smallest value permi
by this model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper two well-known classical mechanical e
pressions for describing the intensity of atomic projecti
scattering from surfaces have been reexamined. One of t
models treats the surface target as a collection of point s
tering centers and its intensity gives a characteristic signa
dependence on temperature and incident energy for the m
probable intensity, which varies as 1/(DE0TS)1/2. The other
model assumes that the target surface is a smooth vibra
sheet and it produces a most probable intensity which va
as 1/(DE0TS)3/2. By treating the scattering problem sem
classically within a source function formalism, in which th
source function describes the reflectivity properties of
surface at each point, a new classical expression is obta
in the correspondence principle limit of transfer of lar
numbers of phonon quanta. This expression interpolates
tween the discrete and smooth-surface models, and as a
tion of a single parameter, gives a continuous gradation
temperature and energy dependencies for the most prob
intensity which bridges the gap between the 1/(DE0TS)1/2

and 1/(DE0TS)3/2 cases of the two extreme models.
Interestingly, the intensity derived from the smoot

surface model of Eq.~1! is not normalizable due to the sin
gularity in the envelope function at small incident energy a
in the forward direction. However, the new expression o
tained here in Eq.~10! is no more singular than the discre
model function of Eq.~2!, and is normalizable.

The theoretical expression Eq.~10! is applied to two
available sets of data for the scattering of Ar from the s
faces of liquid Ga and In,16 and good agreement is obtaine
not only for the temperature dependence of the most pr
able intensity, but also for the complete TOF intens
curves. Clearly, the comparison with the very limited da
currently available does not allow for the unambiguous c
clusion that Eq.~10! is the only correct expression connec
ing the two well-known classical transition rates. Howev
this work demonstrates that theoretical comparisons with
full temperature and incident energy dependence of the s
tered intensity for such systems, even in the classical sca
ing regime, can provide valuable information on the amp
tude and statistics of the surface corrugation.
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